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NkIcleon.ic
enaly~es have been perfomnad for the Navd
implodln~ltier fusion reactor concept called LINUS.
used for Lhe Iiqtid ~tti
and Cd potihg

~ner

cmuntratim

Mixtures of Pb -d

bting varied in scoping studies.

(.

Investigated r-

, neutron leakage from the liquid liner

to pe~

~nd .C1.me-dep.ewlent
.nucle~rheati.lgof the liner and per-

manent structure. Tritlum breeding ratio wee se high as 1.8 for
thick

IAPb were

fblankctlg Wtih blanket thickneea, LiPb fraction,

●pooaes were trltium breeding ratio
manent reactor structure.,

ItescarchLaboratory’s

blankets sufficiently

1 m) to reduce leakage to the permanent structure to tolerable levels.

proximately 98.4% of

~

the energy Is depoeited in the blanket within 10 us, providing

confidence that the heating of”iJNUS’n blanket will occur while it is mechanically
secure.

INTRODUCTION
For come years there hsa been diecuasion of
controlled thermonuclear fusion using implodingliner

flux

the “cylinder block”) is represented by a 0.15-mthick etainl.eeasteel region.
During feasibility studies, severnl nuclerinics

compression to produce plasmas in mag-

nctic fields of ova

100 tesla.

A conceptual de-

iasuea needed to bc addres6ed.

These Included:

(1) the l~quirementa on blanket thickness

ulgn of u fusion reactor based upon an imploding
lIquld metal liner bse been propv.sedat the Naval
(1)
lk~Hcnrchl.nboratory.
Technical motivation and

and lithium concentration, in order to

d~’tililu
of the concept, called the LINUS reactor,

than unity,

ilrk’

have a net t~+.tiumbreeding ratio greater

in Ref. 1; this paper is confined to

glvcn

LhIIHt! fcutureu impactbg nucJeonlc aflpectsof

(2) the need to minimize neutron und HUIUIIn-

the

ray

An u ralculutional model. we can coneidcr the
rmctor

leakngc into the cylinder block, in

order to linit encrgv deposition and

IJL’HIKI1.

activation in that region, and

m+ an lufinite cyllndcr with a plasma re-

(3) the time dependence of the enerFy

dlun durlnl;muxJmum IbT burn of - 0.1 m, Outboard

deposition in the blanket.

of thu plnmma are vurioue liquid combinations of

ThikIpaper summarizcm?the r?sult~ Irom studies of

llLI)lM ond lead, wl)ichare parametrized

these problems.

in the

nuclvonlc ntudjea, Tt]cthicknestiof this Mquld
blonhut

WIIHalso

107 al,

fhlmldc the blanket nrc a cylinder block

land pintonm,

a parnme~crq

wl)lch are

vary!.ngfrom 0,.fl
to

used tg impart totati.onal

EQUIVALENT STEADY-ST.fTE
CALCULATIONS
—-..———-.—
For conflidcratfonof intcgrul responses such
aa tritium breeding, activation, and total energy
deposited per pulse, time-independent calculations
are

●dequate. The latlcr two renponaem can then

be”adjumted
flrot

for

varioue duty-icvcletimesj

Our

-

objective wtisto devise a LINUS blanket which
.- —-

—-----I
—.

would be as thin as possible, yet recover most of

model has a O.1-m-plasma region, representative

the thermonuclear energy inboard of the cylinder

of the stage of implosion at which the maximum

block.

thermonuclear burn occurs.

Initial scoping :jtudicshave been performed
to determine tbc breeding potential of Lj.Pb+ Pb
alloys when used in an imploding liner.

The tech-

nological interest in such alloys stems from the

Outboard of this is

the imploding LiPb + Pb liquid liner of varying
thickness and composition, followed by a 0.15-m
structure of type 316 stainless steel (i.e., the
cylinder block).
The first parametric set of one-dimensional

need to breed tritium from lithium, while at the
same time having a high-density and relatively

discrete-ordinates trausport calcularlcms con-

incompressible liner. Lead is a desirable mate-

sidered a homogeneous blanket using natural lithium

rial from inertial and compressibility considera-

and 50 w/o LiPb in the mixture.

tions, as well as for its low chemical reactivity.

tion was chosen, based upon several considtilztions,
(5)
showing a rapid il:including a liquldus curve

Mloys

of lead and LiPb with less than 1.0 mole

This concentra-

lithium per mole of lead have been found to be

creese in the melting point (from --743 K to .

sufficiently unreactive for use as shields and

993 K) as the atomic percent of lithium exceeds

collimators,(’) for example.

about 60.

Thus, such alloys

Also, it was expected intuitively, and

are considered to be satisfactory, from a

later v,>rified,that high lithium concentrations

reactiveness viewpoint, for imploding liners.

are not necessary for effective breeding.

Nucleonics calculations first were performed
to find an envelope of parameters in which acceptable tritium breeding could be achieved.

Ac-

cording to Ref. 2,* the density of the LiPb + Pb
mixture is given by

At
b
(3;1=‘—
11:9 + —7.86’

the same time, neutron leakages from the blanket

(1)

were computed, along with energy dc,positionin
both the blanket and cylinder block for one con-

where a and b are the wef.ghtfractions of Pb and

figuration. The leakages then provide an approx-

LiPb, tespnctively. At 723 K, the assumed operat-

imate mei.sureof heating and radiation damage to

ing temperature for the blanket, the density is

the cylinder block and mcch~lnlcalconstraints out-

given by(3)

board of the liquid implodin~ liner.

All neutron

and gamma-ray transport calculations were based

p = 0.92 po.

(2)

upon the onc-dirnel,sional
cylindrical model pro(1),(3)
Parameters
posed by Turchi iind Robson,

From these equations, it appeared that the best

studied for their effect on breeding ratio and

attenuation of the prir,,lry
2.25-pJ (14-Mev) neu-

neutron leakage were:

trons, and the most neutron multiplication by

(1) blanket thickness,

(n,2n) reactions in lead, would occur at lower

(2) lithium concentration in LiPb + Pb

concentratirms of LiPb.

mixtures, including some inner layers

Although thinner neutron

multipliers made of lead ha~-ebeen analyzed pre-

of pure lithium,
6
(3) Li.co:~centrationin lithium, and

viously,(6) this is the first time thick (- l-m)

(4) cadmium “poisoning” concentration in lead.

tions quickly showed that Lritium breedinx ratios

All one-dimensional transport calculations

gteater thtinunity could be achieved with blankets

were performed with the discrete-ordinates truns(L)
-P mGde, using the
port code DTF-IV
‘n an ‘8 3
L’ASI;LCTR
coupled cross-section librury for “25” ‘“ -

L

.....——

Early calcula-

much less than 1 m thick, using natural lithium,
*

-.

--

-

-

-

--

---

Equation (1) troll,
Ref. 2 hns an upparent error,
so exprnlents(-1) have !)cc[t
dcletcclfrom the
righ:-hand
si.duof
that
equntlon.
I
..-.—--.—..
..—.——.— ------ .— .-.— ,--

neutron and 21 gamma-ray groups.
—----

lead blankets have been studied.

The cylindrical

I

-1

but neutron leakages were intolerably high at

the weight percent of T.tPbin the LiPb + Pb alloy.

these thicknesses. This effect is caused by the

Figure 1 shows the results

high neutron multiplication in lead (almost a

the tritium breeding ratio is m>re than adequnte

factor

for all values of fw(LiPb) in the range [0.05,1.0].

of two, as can be seen for low values of

Of

this study.

Clearly,

fw(LiPb) in Fig. 1), coaibinedwith a low-absorp-

The curve labeled T, shows the 7Li(n,n’t)4He com-

tion cross section for lead at all neutron ener-

ponent of the total tritium breeding ratio.

gies,

is therefore clear that most of the breeding is

For example, 2.25-pJ neutrons have a total

It

nonelastic cross section of 250 fm2 (2.50 b), of

in 6Li, with considerable enhancement from the

which 216 fm2, or 86%, is attributable to the

secondary (n,2n) neutrons from lead.

(n,zn) reaction cross section.

right leakage from the blanket into the cylinder

Because neutrons

The neutron

lo8e an inconsequential energy increment upon

block, denoted L2 on Fig. 1, varies inversely with

elastic scattering with

fw(LiPb), but is still unacceptably high for

a high atomic mass nu-

cleus such as lead, almost all spectrum softening

reasonable values of fw(LiPb); i.e., values less

in the lead is caused by (n,2n) reactions with

than about 0.5 weight fraction LiPb.
lJslngthe results of the parametric study

the accompanying neutron multiplication.

ghown in Fig. 1, xt was decided to choose fw(LiPb)

A reference blanket thickne~s of 1 m was then
chosen, and the breeding and leakage characteris-

= 0.5, the maximum practical value from melting

tics were investigated as a function of fw(Lipb),

point considerationsfis) Next, an.,lloying
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element for the LiPb was sougl)twhich would have

thus the neutron source

the properties of (1) alloying with LiPb + Pb

The spectrum at the inboard mortion of the blanket

without seriously altering mechanical and chemi-

has a similar peak at - 20 fJ, but with an additional

cal properties, especially melttng point, and (2)

large peak at - 2.25 pJ (14 MeV), as shown in Fig.

providing a neutron poison to control the extraor-

3.

dinarily high tritium breeding ratio, while de-

efficiently absorb neutrons in tLt:keV region and

creasing the leakage. Unfortunately, the leakage

satisfy the other criteria, so cadmium was selected

spectr~m for the reference case peaks at - 10 fJ

as a trial material because of its otherwise desir-

(6

able chemical/alloying properties.

X

104 eV), as can be seen in Fig. 2.

This

region,

is

0.1 m in radius.

No suitable poison could be found which would

Figure 4 shows

figure shows the spectrum, normalized to a unit

the relative ineffectiveness of cadmium in reducing

D-T neutron source rate per cm along the cylindri-

leakage, as well as its effective competition with
6
Li for absorption of low-energy neutrons. The

cal axis.

The bl=<et

thickness, R, is 1.0 m,

and the spectrum is taken at G.005 m inward from

abscissa in Fig. 4 is the isotoljicfraction of

the outer surface of the blanket; namely, at R

cadmium, as a fraction of total lead atoms.

= 1.095 m.

sible colloidal suspension of m:tterialsother

Recall that the plasma region, and

po~-
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Figure 3.

Neutron spectrum 0.015 m into the blanket (normalized to 0.01 neutron per m along the
cylindrical axis).

than cadmium might prove more effective and should

example, from Fig. 4 at fi (cadmium

be explored in any further conceptual design

the breeding ratio is 1.81.and the leakage from

studies.

the blankst (L2) is 0.187.

A design breedinC rtIK~O which will allow for

absorption

in

Icad)

= 0.0

Even ignoring other

in the blanket, one b..is
1.997 “neulrons”

data uncertainties and multidimensional effects,

per D-T neutron.

is . J..l. Very little provision

Fig. 4 that most neutrons which leak from th~~

for blanket

It can also bc concluded from

structure or ilihomogeneitiesneed be made, be-

blanket into the cylinder block (L2) continue (Ml

cause by its intrinsic nature the imploding liq-

through the cylinder block and escape (L3)0

uid blanket is homogeneous and without internal

frnction of neutrons absorbed in the cylinder block

structure. From Fig, 4 it can I)einferred that
[~ignificontpoisoning can bc tolerated in a l-m-

(approximately L2-L3) is only
,

about

isotopic fraction in Pb of 0.1.

‘I%is

The

0.03 at a Cd
fractio,,:lb-

thick blunket, so blnnket leakages to the cy].inder

sorbed in the cylinder block Is approxlnlat{.ly
25%

block of x 0.1 appear achievable if materials such

of the neutrons leaking from tl]eblill~k~t
into the
I

as t.antnlumor tungsten can be introduced in the
‘blanket. As noted ahwc,
neutrons in the blanket

the large excess of
is

duc

almost exclu-

‘
~

sively to (n,2n) reactions in lead, which alm.]st

Ldoub].ethe inltinl neutron populatio[l. For
.

. ------

—..

.-

. . . . . . . -—

cylinder block.

Agnin, consideration of the blan-

ket lenkagc spectrum in Fig. 2 explains the rcla..’
tive transparency of the cylinder block to the - !
lenknge neutrol)s. Neutron absorption in the

I
:

cylinder block is primarily
duc to resonance
.— -------__, . ...-_ ___

I
J

1.05
‘Li
fw

1.75

-1

(LIPb)~O.5

0.17

‘Cd + PtJm CWHT.
L2 ~ Leakogefrom blanket

1.65

Q15

L3 A LCOkOQOfrm cylinder bl~k

1.55 .

O.@

L2

~

0.11

1.45
BR
[1
1.35

0.09

—~

L3

~

“1

I

-0.07

1.25

1.15

1.05

0.95
0.0

0,02

0.04

0.06

0.09

0.1

0.12

0.14

fl (Ccl In Pb)

FiEure 4.

Effect of Cd substitution for Pb on breeding and leakage charficteristica.

capture in iron at - 160 aJ (1 keV), and in :act,
SL(cm-ls-l) M 4.44 x 1017”7bfAIL

almoat half of the absorption occur in neutron
energy group 17, which encompasses 72.6 to 198 aJ.

= 2.79 x 1015 ~w .

Of :onslclerableinterest in any blanket design
is the spatial distribution of nuclear henting

Here A/L

(neutron and gamma-ray) in the blanket and struc-

Normalized to n cycletime mreraged wall loading

ture, as well as the volume

= 1.0 W/mz, the maximum heatin~ in the
w
blanket and the cvllndcr block arc 5.0 and 2.8 x

integral

blanket and cylin{!crblock.

18 a decrease of over

1.0-2

neutron; and nimilarly in the cylinder block,
0.073 6 pJ.

with a smnll gamma-ray heating peak nt the oute:
Ibotmdary. Vnlucn given in Fig. 5 are normalized
to

●

and 1.280 in the combined blanket and cylinder
block.

For a wall loading of

bc

The latter ls tbe equivalent of 18.0 MeV

dcpoalted energy per WI’ neutron.

~Tw MU/m2, where the primary D-T neutron current

~ould

Thus ths energy multip’licnclonof

the 2.25-PJ WT’ neutr.mm in 1.~4B in the blanket,

mit D-T neutron in the plaama region per v

sourc~
li04;64””klo17i
K’.-’, thc”rcnorma”lized’
w

MW/m3, respectively. Also, the integrated

total heattig in the blanker ~B 2.807 pJ per 9-T

There

two decades in the blanket,

lanBth of the cylinder.

the wall area pe-xunit length (mZ/cm).

of T

of tl’.c
ener-

8Y- Figure 5 presents the spatial diatr~butl.on
of neutron pluH ~nmma-ray energy deposition in
the reference

~B

‘- ‘ti-on“to~w”- “1.0MW/n12d&k
I

10 a retiintic

reactor

7he normalizn-

=ot”Itilj that-”thla”“’

waluu.

Actual

wall.

loadinua

IO-I*E

I

I

I

Pbsmo

I

I

I

I

I

I

L.. ll. llllllllll

I

Cylinder
Block (S.S.)

(void)

,.-10

1

0.0

-e

~.

0.10

0.20

0.30

0.40

050

0.70

0.60

as

0.80

0.90

1.00

IJO

1,30

1.20

I 40

Rodius(m)
Sr)atialdistribution of neutron plus gsmma-ray energy deposition in reference blsnket and
cylinder block.
and a slowing ‘own time calculation*

would depend upon plasma engineering cov9iderations

I

1]

BLANKET ‘ 50 wto LI Pb ( ‘Li)
~ W~ Pb

sw’ts,

I

I

discussed

in Ref.

fII

lithium,

an upper limlt of - 10 llsc,,,be inferred for the

1, but slmost certain-

ly would be much higher then 1 MW/m2 (e.g., 15

energy deposition time.

tlW/rn2
at the pcrmnnent structure in one reactor
1
configuration ).

known to be > 0.1 I.Is.Time-dcpcndcnt.Monte Carlo
9
calculations, using the MCNG code, indicste that

From

Ref. 8, the time is

81.4% of the total energy is deposited in < 0.5

TINE-DEPENDENTCALCULATIONS
.—

us, 8% from 0.5 to 2.0 I.Is,
6% from 2.0 to 5.0 US,

An important consideration in the tlwrmal-

and 3% from 5.0 to 10.0 PS.

mochanical stability o? the imploding liner in

Analysis of thrse

the time ecalc over which the nuclear energy is
~
rl~positcd{n thu blmket.

Rough estimates were

The slowing-dnwn time in lithium from
800 aJ 1s Riven by

,firat ❑ade ./ simple slowing-down calculations,’

@-

and by comparison with time-dependent calcula8
~tions for lmcr
fusion reat:tors. From the time-

t m W.

_l_
‘~

!Independentdi~crctc-ordinates transport calcula,tions it was determined that most of

-

“– “-

eV) energy region. Based upon rc~ults from Ref. 7
..—— ——-

rJ

.--,.
-- —.

-~),
~

where <
z 0.263 iS the
Li
averuge lethargy increase
per scattering collision,

t : 3 l.ls,Ys : 2,!17 10-2 cm-l is the nveragc

thr absorp-

tion-”occursin the 0.1- to 10-fJ (- 103- to 105-”

1

2.25 pJ to

....... ....
----- ..

....-....

:,

nmcroncoplc scattering cross section,
(g),
E.
m IS the mnss nf the neutron
is the inltlnl
neutron
cnurgy
(ergu),
and El Is the final neutron ener}:y(ergs).

~.i

results shows that ti,eenergy is effectively ab-

3.

A. E. Robson, Naval Research Laboratory,
personal communication, April 1976.

4.

K. D. Lathrop, “DTT-IV, A FORTRAN-IV Program
for solving the Multigroup Transport Equation
with Anisotorpic Scattering,” Los Alamos
Scfqntific Laboratory report LA-3373 (JuIY
1965).

5.

Richard i{.Lyon, Ed., Liquid Metals Handbook
(U. S. Government Printing Office, 1952), p.
86.

6.

R. A. Krakowski, D. J. Dudziak, D. W. Muir,
F. W. Clinard, Jr., R. L. Miller, T. A.
Coultas, and R. L. Hagenson, “Blanket and
Shielding Technology Assessment of the
Reference Theta-Pinch Reactor (RTPR),” U. S.
Znergy
Research and Development Administration
report ERDA-76/117/2 (1976).

7.

T. J. Williamson and R. W. Albrecht, “Calculation of Neutron Time-Energy Distribution in
Heavy Moderators,” Nucl. Sci. Eng. Q, 97 (1970).

8.

Gerald E. Bosler and Thurman G. Frank, “Energy
Deposition Rates in a Laser-Fusion Reactor,”
Trans. Am. Nucl. Sot. 21, 16 (June 1975).

9*

E. D. Cashwell, J. R. Neergaard, W. M. Taylor,
and G. D. Turner, “MCN:
A Neutron Monte Carlo
Code,” Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory report
LA-6751 (January 1972).

sorbed before significant mechanical disruption
of the blanket occurs.

A

rule-of-thumb criterion3

used for energy absorption is that essentially all
the energy should be deposited within < 10 I.IS,
so
a secure margin for error in the tine-dependent
Monte Carlo calculations st~ll exists.

These cal-

culations show that only - 4% of the energy is
deposited after 5 ps.

Thus, it appears LINUS’s

blanket is mechanically secure for the lifetime
of almost all nonleaking neutrons and gamma rays.
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